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Email orders@cuffstudio.com if you need assistance

Installation Instructions
Rope Wrapped Pendants (multiple with one canopy) BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

1. Review instructions, plan and elevation drawings thoroughly with the electrician.
2. Lay out all parts supplied for installation (refer to order and hardware list).
3. Match each rope drop / spider bracket with the appropriate size globe before unwrapping (parts are 
labeled).
4. Ensure that all installation location points (including j-box when applicable) can sustain the weight of each 
globe. Electrician to reinforce if necessary.
5. Each globe is provided with 16’ drop rope which can be adjusted on-site to the preferred overall drop. 
6. If a globe will hang straight down from the canopy, this drop will be installed last, after canopy is in place.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Mark on the ceiling where each of the swagging globes will hang from on the provided hook.
2. Screw each hook into the marked spots on the ceiling (reinforce if necessary).
3. Measure your desired drop length from the ceiling hooks and hang the loop of rope and wire onto the hook at 
the desired point. Do this for each swagging globe.
4. Determine the amount of rope swag you desire from the hook to the canopy.
5. Once swag length is approved, feed the taped end of the rope and wire into the nearest outer canopy hole. 
(Center hole is used for globe hanging straight down only.) Repeat this step for each swagging globe. 

TIP: If your final desired swag length leaves you with excess rope, you can trim the end that feeds through the canopy. It may 
be easiest to cut the excess rope and wire before threading through the canopy hole. Once cut, tape the end of the rope with 
masking tape (not supplied) and then thread through. (Do not cut anything until hook placement, drop and swag are determined 
and approved by designer).

6. Attach all respective electrical wires to ceiling housing.
7. Screw threaded nipple to cross bar, and attach cross bar to j-box using electrician provided
screws.
8. Slip canopy over threaded nipple. If the cluster has all swagging globes, secure canopy to threaded nipple with the provided 
finial. Alternatively, if the cluster has a center hanging globe, connect the loop on the center hanging globe drop to the thread-
ed nipple.
9. For a pendant hanging straight down from the center  
adjust drop by untying the knot that sits at the underside of the spider. Once overall drop is at desired height re-tie the knot 
and trim excess rope.
10. Raise up each of the pre-threaded rope knots to cover the hook and loop. Use provided large zip ties at the base of each 
knot to secure knot in place. Top of knot should be flush to ceiling or bottom of canopy for pendant that hangs straight from 
the center.
11. Use small zip ties as needed to neatly attach the electrical wire along rope.
12. Trim the tails off all zip ties.
13. Install light bulbs.
14. Carefully attach each pendant to its corresponding rope drop. It should rest level on its spider bracket.
15. As an extra safety precaution, attach the metal clip located at the edge of the globe opening to the security chain on the 
spider bracket.

Care: Dust regularly with a soft dry cloth or feather duster. Do 
not use a wet cloth or any chemical cleansers. Professional 
installation by a certified electrician recommended.

Includes:
Cross Bar x 1
Wire Nuts x 3
1/8” x 2-3/4”L IPS All Thread Nipple
Finial x 1 (only if there is no center hanging globe)  
For Each Globe Swagging Away: 1x Drywall Anchor + 1x Hook
Large and Small Zip Ties (QTY Varies Depending On Amount Of 
Pendants) 
E26 Feit Electric 60W Equivalent 2700K Bulb A19 

Not Included:
Screws to attach cross bar to j-box


